Valuepart is committed to providing customers with the "Highest Quality" products available in the industry. Rigid Quality and Application standards for Valuepart products result in components that provide outstanding field performance and customer value.

Valuepart products are "Performance Proven" and provide one of the best values for Earthmoving Contractors, Mining, Waste Management and Logging operations. Valuepart components are the preferred choice of repair parts used by professionals when repairing and maintaining "Off Road" earthmoving equipment.

From Product Quality, Selection, Development, Distribution and Product Support... you can depend on Valuepart and Valuepart Distributors to provide you with the Best Value and Quality Service for your Equipment.

Distributor Service and Quality Products...

Valuepart strives to provide the best overall product value in the industry. We understand and support the need for customers to receive assistance from regionally located Valuepart distributors.

Valuepart distributors give added value to customers by providing local service, technical support and the professional expertise customers need to effectively maintain and service their equipment.

A Warranty & Local Support You Can Depend on...

Valuepart leads the industry in providing customers with the strongest product Warranty Protection available in the industry. Valuepart's Quality, Strong "Product Warranties", "Wet Turn Assurance" Warranties, along with local Valuepart Distributor Support is simply one of the best customer values available.
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**Rollers**

Valupart supplies the industry with an extensive range of roller products, including crowned, crowned drag, crowned drag double, and standard configurations. These components are manufactured to provide superior service in extreme working conditions and to reduce downtime.

**Seal Groups**

Valupart’s seal range is quite comprehensive, including different styles such as “Sealed and Lubricated,” “Greased,” and “Greased and Lubricated.” These seals are designed for heavy-duty applications, ensuring long-lasting performance.

**Pin and Bushing Groups**

Valupart provides a full range of high-quality bushing products, including Bushings, Sprockets, Rims, Segments, and other related items. These components are manufactured to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Final Drives, Steering Clutches and Drive Line Components**

Valupart offers Final Drive components, including Final Drive Assemblies and Final Drive Components. These products are designed to deliver the most efficient performance in extreme conditions.

**Hydraulic Applications**

Valupart provides a comprehensive range of hydraulic components, including Seals, Gaskets, and other related items. These components are manufactured to ensure smooth and reliable operation in hydraulic systems.

**Linkage Pins and Bushings**

Valupart’s lineup includes Linkage Pins and Bushings, as well as other related items such as Track Shoes, Pin and Bushing Groups, and Seal Kits. These products are designed to provide reliable performance in extreme working conditions.

**Engine Parts**

Valupart’s engine component range includes Crankshafts, Pistons, Liners, Valves, Valve Trains, and other related items. These parts are manufactured to provide long-lasting performance in demanding applications.

**Bearings, Bearing Kits and Seals**

Valupart’s bearing range includes Radial Bearings, Thrust Bearings, and other related items. These bearings are designed to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Undercarriage and Roller Frame Components**

Valupart provides a full range of undercarriage components, including Tracks, Driveshafts, and roller frame components. These products are designed to provide superior durability in extreme conditions.

**Track Shoes**

Valupart supplies an extensive range of abrasion resistant track shoe configurations and designs for various applications, including dozers, excavators, loaders, and track mounted equipment. These shoes are designed to provide improved wear life and mobility in the most severe operating conditions.

**Track Group Assemblies**

Valupart manufactures a complete range of track group assemblies, including track sprockets, track rollers, idlers, and related components. These assemblies are designed to provide improved wear life and mobility in the most severe operating conditions.

**Track Chain Assemblies**

Valupart’s track chain assemblies include a full range of high-quality track chains, including “Sealed and Lubricated,” “Greased,” and “Greased and Lubricated.” These chains are manufactured to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Other Popular Replacement Items**

Valupart offers a comprehensive range of replacement items, including Seals, Gaskets, and other related items. These components are designed to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Front Idlers and Tension Devices**

Valupart’s front idler range includes Sealed, Greased, and Greased and Lubricated types. These idlers are designed to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Frame Components**

Valupart’s frame component range includes Seals, Gaskets, and other related items. These components are designed to provide reliable service in even the most demanding applications.

**Undercarriage and Roller Frame Components**

Valupart provides a full range of undercarriage components, including Tracks, Driveshafts, and roller frame components. These products are designed to provide superior durability in extreme conditions.

**Final Drives, Steering Clutches and Drive Line Components**

Valupart offers Final Drive components, including Final Drive Assemblies and Final Drive Components. These products are designed to deliver the most efficient performance in extreme conditions.
Valuepart provides high quality shiv sprockets, cones and other components for track, excavator and other tracked applications. Manufactured from quality materials, these products are designed for long life and efficiency in the most severe operating conditions.

**SPROCKETS, RIMS, AND SEGMENTS**

Valuepart supplies the industry with an extensive range of track shoes from various manufacturers including double, singles, triple, and split master link designs. Multiple manufacturers are contracted to provide superior service in extreme working conditions and demanding applications.

**ROLLERS**

Valuepart supplies the industry with an extensive range of track shoes from various manufacturers including double, singles, triple, and split master link designs. Multiple manufacturers are contracted to provide superior service in extreme working conditions and demanding applications.

**SEAL GROUPS**

Valuepart provides high quality seals that incorporate special high strength steels for long life and efficient lubrication. Multiple manufacturers are contracted to provide superior service in extreme working conditions and demanding applications.

**PIN AND BUSHING GROUPS**

Valuepart’s high quality “Conical” or “All Weather” seal assemblies are manufactured from special high strength steels providing excellent resistance to wear and extreme weather conditions. These transmission components provide excellent field performance in severe “Off Road” applications.

**FINAL DRIVES, STEERING CLUTCHES AND DRIVE LINE COMPONENTS**

Valuepart’s High Quality, “Greasable” final drive gears, are produced for tracked equipment design in severe applications. Valuepart also maintains a large inventory of “OEM Style”, “Dust Sealed”, “Sealed”, “Rear Sealed”, “Sealed and Gasketed” and related items for these applications.

**TRANSMISSION PARTS**

Valuepart provides coverage for popular transmission components including Torque Converters, Dividers, Planetary Transmission Components, Transfer Gears, Crossovers, Bearing and Bearing Kits, Fan Belts, Safety, Clutches, Induced Drive, Shocks, Seals, and Gaskets. These transmission components provide excellent field performance in severe “Off Road” applications.

**HYDRAULIC APPLICATIONS**

Valuepart’s broad coverage of quality hydraulic components includes all the popular items and manufacturers. Valuepart supplies Hydraulic Cylinders, Fixed Gear Pumps, Repair Kits, Valves, Clutches, Rock, High Pressure Hydraulic Cylinders, Seals and Hydraulic Cylinder Seal Kits, and related components.

**LINKAGE PINS AND BUSHINGS**

Valuepart products include many styles of pin and bushing designs including “Standard”, “Conical”, “Custom” with all the popular items and manufacturers. These Transmission Components provide excellent field performance in severe “Off Road” applications.

**UNDERCARRIAGE AND ROLLER FRAME COMPONENTS**

Seals, Grease, Sealant and Lubricated, Track Group Assemblies and Track Chain Assemblies, Track Shoes, Pin and Bushing Groups, Splined, Rings, Sprockets, Idlers, Rollers, Track Adjuster components, Seal Kits, Seal Gaskets, and related items.

**SPLIT MASTER LINKS**

Master links make changing chain assemblies easy. Quickly, Quikseal™ installation with our split master links saves both time and money.

**GROUND ENGAGING TEETH**

Valuepart’s “GCT” products include a wide range of Replacement and Original Equipment style of Bucket Teeth. Points, Ripper Points, Cutting Edges, End Bits, Rock Bits, Hardfaces and other related items.

**GROUND ENGAGING TEETH**

Valuepart supplies a full range of high quality engine components including Cummins/Perkins, Power, Liners, Bearings, Camshafts, Oil Pump, Timing Chain, Water Pump, Timing Belts, Water Coolers, Seals and related items. All engine components are manufactured to the highest quality standards and are designed by one of the top specialized engine manufacturers in the industry.

**ENGINE PARTS**

**BEARINGS, BEARING KITS AND SEALS**

Full coverage and exclusive stock of Roller Bearings, Tapered Bearings, Sealed Bearings, Spherical End Bearings, Needle and Torque Clutches, Sealed and Greased Bearings and all equipment style of “OEM style” and “Custom” designed Bearing Service Kits. These kits are available for all popular brand name transmissions and DFOX and DFOK applications. Kits contain all the parts normally required to service a transmission in their stock assembly, and include Bearings, Seals, Locks, Pins, Pumps and other necessary components.
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Valu bapt provides high quality shov shovel parts and related products for crawler equipment as well as for larger crawler machines. The company offers a wide range of products for all makes and models of machinery. This includes the highest quality track shoes, track chains, idlers, track rollers, and other components. Valu bapt supplies these parts to the construction, mining, and industrial markets in the U.S. and throughout the world.

### Track Shoes
Valu bapt supplies the industry with an extensive range of track shoes from wheeled vehicles to track mounted equipment. Our shoes are designed to provide excellent performance in extremely demanding conditions. They are available in various styles and configurations to meet the needs of diverse applications. The company's products are designed to provide excellent performance in extremely demanding conditions.

### Track Chain Assemblies
Valu bapt supplies the industry with a complete range of high-quality track chains and related components. Our chains are designed to provide excellent lubricating oil retention. They are available in various styles and configurations to meet the needs of diverse applications. The company's products are designed to provide excellent performance in extremely demanding conditions.

### Undercarrige and Roller Frame Components
Valu bapt supplies the industry with a complete range of high-quality track shoes and related components. Our shoes are designed to provide excellent lubricating oil retention. They are available in various styles and configurations to meet the needs of diverse applications. The company's products are designed to provide excellent performance in extremely demanding conditions.

### Linkage Pins and Bushings
Valu bapt supplies the industry with a complete range of high-quality track shoes and related components. Our shoes are designed to provide excellent lubricating oil retention. They are available in various styles and configurations to meet the needs of diverse applications. The company's products are designed to provide excellent performance in extremely demanding conditions.
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